LARGE SCALE ASSESSMENT: MOTHER TONGUE

Peter Evans, Canadian Council of Teachers of English, Moderator

This forum provided an opportunity for representatives from Canadian Ministries and Departments of Education to present a report of current and proposed activities in large-scale assessment. Eight (of ten) provinces as well as the Northwest Territories participated in this forum. Quebec provided presentations for both English and French. Additionally, the Executive Director for the Council of Ministers of Education reported briefly on projected plans for Canada-wide assessment in about 1991 of the performance of students ages 13-15.

Participants marvelled at the variety of activity reported (including student and exit examinations and performance monitoring on a cyclic basis at various grade levels), and on the focus on actual student writing (rather than objective tests of mechanics).

International NTNWW members from England, Scotland, and the United States responded impressionistically to current and contemplated approaches. Time constraints precluded vigorous debate, but participants valued the exchange of information, and several have recommended future meetings with greater opportunity for reaction and discussion.

THREE MAJOR ISSUES IN LARGE SCALE ESSAY ASSESSMENT

Anthony D. Lutkus, New Jersey College Basic Skills Assessment Program
Robert E. Lynch, New Jersey Institute of Technology
Paul A. Ramsey, Educational Testing Service

The presenters led a discussion of the following questions:

1. Do the advantages of including a writing sample in a large scale test of writing outweigh the pedagogical dangers of having students' writing assessed by a timed assignment that emphasizes a written product rather than the process of writing?

2. Citing New Jersey as an example, what are the outcomes of statewide college placement testing using direct writing assessment?

3. What are the implications of state-mandated writing assessment for college remedial programs?
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